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Dear Zoo Dear Zoo Friends
Join Buster for some fun at the zoo in this new paperback edition! This fun title from the author of Dear Zoo is now available in
paperback! Featuring Rod Campbell's much-loved character Buster, the book takes readers on an exciting trip to the zoo.With
friendly animal characters, appealing illustrations, engaging text and a fun novelty element on each spread, this book is
guaranteed to have children joining Buster on this trip to the zoo again and again!
"Follow fluffy chick around the farm and meet all of her animal friends!"--Back cover.
Simple, rhyming text describes the characteristics of different farm animals.
Explore animals at the zoo, farm, and prehistoric times with this board book boxed set from bestselling author, Rod Campbell! Join
author-illustrator Rod Campbell on a wild adventure that starts at the zoo, continues onto the farm, and then blasts back to
prehistoric times when dinosaurs ruled the land. With sturdy pages, bright colors, and Campbell’s signature style and format, this
collection is a must-have in every young reader’s collection! This board book boxed set includes: Dear Zoo Farm Animals
Dinosaurs
Kindness is cool! Pete the Cat shares some groovy words on kindness in this fun collection of his favorite famous quotes about
sharing, lending a helping hand, and having compassion for others. Cool cat Pete adds his own spin on well-known classic quotes
from luminaries ranging from Booker T. Washington to Henry James. Everyone’s favorite blue cat reminds us that “it’s cool to be
kind.” Fans of the bestselling Pete the Cat series will delight in this fun take on quotes, which are accompanied by Pete's witty
responses and illustrations created by New York Times bestselling team Kimberly and James Dean. A perfect graduation gift. Plus
check out Pete’s other groovy guides! Pete the Cat’s Groovy Guide to Life Pete the Cat’s Groovy Guide to Love Pete the Cat’s
12 Groovy Days of Christmas
The Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary gives the vital support which advanced students need, especially with the essential
skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking. In the book: * 170,000 words, phrases and examples * New words: so your English
stays up-to-date * Colour headwords: so you can find the word you are looking for quickly * Idiom Finder * 200 'Common Learner
Error' notes show how to avoid common mistakes * 25,000 collocations show the way words work together * Colour pictures: 16
full page colour pictures On the CD-ROM: * Sound: recordings in British and American English, plus practice tools to help improve
pronunciation * UNIQUE! Smart Thesaurus helps you choose the right word * QUICKfind looks up words for you while you are
working or reading on screen * UNIQUE! SUPERwrite gives on screen help with grammar, spelling and collocation when you are
writing * Hundreds of interactive exercises
From Rod Campbell, the bestselling creator of the beloved classic Dear Zoo, comes an all-new board book about your favorite
animals! An elephant? Too big! A giraffe? Too tall! A puppy? Perfect! What will the zoo send you? With bright, colorful artwork and
easy-to-turn shaped, sturdy pages, Dear Zoo Animal Shapes is a hands-on, engaging way for little ones to find out more about
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their favorite animals.
Paul and Rosa were not looking forward to their holiday on a lonely farm by the sea without their parents - though there was that
old stone fort to explore. But when they follow the enormous ginger cat up the steep steps to Ballig Fort, neither of them is
prepared for the exciting secret world they uncover. Before long, the children are involved in a battle to save and care for a whole
zoo of wild creatures, including sea-birds damaged by oil, a jackdaw called Bertie and a friendly black labrador!
The New York Times best-selling book exploring the counterproductive reactions white people have when their assumptions about
race are challenged, and how these reactions maintain racial inequality. In this “vital, necessary, and beautiful book” (Michael Eric
Dyson), antiracist educator Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates the phenomenon of white fragility and “allows us to understand
racism as a practice not restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to the defensive moves that white people make
when challenged racially, white fragility is characterized by emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors including
argumentation and silence. These behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial equilibrium and prevent any meaningful
cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration, DiAngelo examines how white fragility develops, how it protects racial inequality,
and what we can do to engage more constructively.
Readers lift flaps to explore the life of people in Playtown.
Rod Campbell, the creator of the preschool lift-the-flap classic Dear Zoo, has been a trusted name in early learning for over thirtyfive years. In My Presents, toddlers can lift the flaps to find out what's inside all the birthday presents. Then open the very last one
and look inside the basket to find the best present of all! With bright, bold artwork, an engaging story and lots of presents to open,
My Presents is the perfect birthday gift for fans of Dear Zoo and Dear Santa - and the thick card pages, sturdy flaps and chunky
cased cover make it great for small hands.
Photographs of baby animals born in zoos offer portraits of a lowland gorilla, a black rhinoceros, an Arabian oryx, and other
animals, many of them endangered, accompanied by information on each animal
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: A boy and his pet dragon go on a class trip to the local fire house and learn about firefighting
equipment and fire safety. This pre-primer book contains high-frequency and sight words. Teacher resources include reading
activities to strengthen phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency and comprehension. Beginning Reader with word list.
Flaps on each page open to reveal a farm animal surprise of what can be found in a barn, in a sty, and under a hen.
Rod Campbell’s classic lift-the-flap book Dear Zoo has been a firm favorite with toddlers and parents alike ever since it was first
published in 1982. Young readers love lifting the flaps to discover the animals the zoo has sent—a monkey, a lion, and even an
elephant! But will they ever find the perfect pet? With bright, bold artwork, a catchy refrain, and a whole host of favorite animals,
Dear Zoo is a must for every child’s bookshelf.
A special 30th anniversary edition of Rod Campbell's classic lift-the-flap farm animal story
When the zookeeper's jacket seems a trifle tight one morning, his excessive concern worries the animals.
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Rod Campbell's classic lift-the-flap book Dear Zoo has been a firm favourite with toddlers and parents alike ever since it was first
published in 1982. With My Pocket Zoo children can meet 19 different zoo animals, including some from the much-loved story.My
Pocket Zoo is a fold-out parade of 19 favourite animals that stretches out to over a metre long - and then folds back down to fit
snugly in its miniature gift slipcase, perfectly sized to fit into a child's pocket. Young children will love carrying around a whole zoo
of animals, naming them all and shouting out their noises. Once unfolded, My Pocket Zoo would also make a great decorative
nursery frieze.With bright, bold artwork and fun animal characters, My Pocket Zoo is sure to keep toddlers entertained for hours!
Welcome to the zoo! Come on in and meet all the animals! From the large grey elephant and the stripy zebra, to the bouncy
kangaroo and the big friendly hippo, this great-value board book contains sixteen popular zoo animals. You can learn their names
and then discover their different shapes and sizes as you turn the chunky die-cut pages. A classic theme in a satisfying new format
by the creator of the worldwide bestselling lift-the-flap book Dear Zoo. The perfect way to introduce your children to the wonder
and variety of wild animals!
Rod Campbell, the creator of the preschool lift-the-flap classic Dear Zoo, has been a trusted name in early learning for over thirty
years. Animal Rhymes is is bursting with rhymes and games to share with your toddler and features both classic and original
nursery rhymes from Rod Campbell. With lots of animal friends, and flaps to lift on every page, there's so much to discover - and
the thick board pages, chunky cased cover and sturdy flaps make it great for small hands.
I LOVE YOU THROUGH AND THROUGH, GOOD NIGHT, I LOVE YOU, and now TEN TINY TOES! Caroline Jayne Church
brings her adorable toddler art and lovely rhymes to this joyful twist on the tried-and-true classic, HEAD, SHOULDERS, KNEES,
AND TOES. From ears that wiggle to bellies that giggle, TEN TINY TOES is sure to inspire little ones as they learn to celebrate
their "mouth, ears, eyes, nose, and a love that grows and grows."
A jungle story with a pop-up surprise!Little Monkey lives at the top of the tallest tree in the jungle, and gets up to all sorts of
mischief: dropping nuts on Elephant's head, tickling Bear's nose and saying BOO! to Giraffe. But what happens when he tries to
pull Lion's tail... ? In Little Monkey, toddlers can spot all their favourite jungle animals, join in with the catchy refrain and see one
mischievous little monkey learn to say sorry!With a gently educational message, a satisfying pop-up ending and lots of jungle
animals, Little Monkey is sure to keep young children entertained for hours - and the thick card pages and chunky cased cover
make it great for small hands.Rod Campbell, the creator of the preschool lift-the-flap classic Dear Zoo, has been a trusted name in
early learning for over thirty years.
Even very little toddlers will love turning the die-cut pages of this board book and discovering all the different shapes and sizes of
some favourite farm animals. A new early learning book from the creator of the bestselling pre-school book DEAR ZOO.
Dear Zoo & FriendsDear Zoo; Farm Animals; DinosaursLittle Simon
Karen Katz's bestselling "must have" book for babies is now available as an enhanced eBook! Little ones will be entertained and
amused throughout this interactive experience. A touch of the screen makes flaps move, eyes wink, babies giggle, and more! A
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delightful audio narration is also included—making this a unique experience for every little one.
Rod Campbell's classic board book with a fresh new cover. Buster's staying with Grandma on the farm. But where will he find the
eggs for breakfast? Not in the stable – oh dear! Young children will love lifting the flaps as they turn the pages and follow Buster
around the farm.
Alphabet book for young children in which the objects representing each letter of the alphabet are revealed to the reader by lifting
a flap. TLift-the-Flap! 123' is also available. First published in the UK by Blackie & Son (1987).
Born in the 1570s, John Donne was educated at Oxford and Cambridge. As Dean of St Paul''s he preached before Charles I. He
also wrote satire & poetry, but is best remembered as a great writer of metaphysical poetry. This is his most famous poem.'
A first board book about endangered animals by Rod Campbell, creator of the bestselling preschool classic Dear Zoo: lift the flaps
to meet elephants, tigers, orangutans and more! Babies and toddlers will love lifting the sturdy card flaps to discover five different
endangered animals in their natural habitats. With a special fold-out ending that shows the difference conservation efforts have
made to whales, Look After Us has a positive message about the importance of looking after our world and the animals that live in
it. This book features simple, repeating text on each page to encourage little ones to join in with reading the story, and bright
colorful artwork. Look After Us is the perfect first book to start talking to very young children about wildlife conservation and how
important it is for us all to look after the natural world, from tigers and orangutans to elephants and camels. “Really, it’s like
planting a seed in children’s minds…I think, if you come to the idea of conservation when you’re young, it stays with you. And I
think it grows.” —Rod Campbell
From Rod Campbell, the bestselling creator of the beloved classic Dear Zoo, comes a brand-new board book all about dinosaurs!
Join author-illustrator Rod Campbell as he takes a journey beyond the zoo to prehistoric times when dinosaurs ruled the land. With
sturdy pages, bright colors, and Campbell’s signature style, Dinosaurs puts your little one’s favorite giant creatures right in the
palm of their hands.
This great-value activity book is packed with games, puzzles, and writing and colouring activities based on the bestselling book.
With over lots of reusable stickers, it’s perfect for rainy days, journeys and holidays!
Rod Campbell, the creator of the preschool lift-the-flap classic Dear Zoo, has been a trusted name in early learning for over thirty
years. Farm 123 is a first numbers book with a difference - young children will love lifting the flaps to discover their favourite farm
animals, all the way from one cat to ten naughty rabbits! With bright, bold artwork, a simple, engaging text and a whole host of
favourite farm animals, Farm 123 is the perfect introduction to numbers and counting - and the chunky board book format and
sturdy card flaps make it great for small hands.

Rod Campbell, the creator of the preschool lift-the-flap classic Dear Zoo, has been a trusted name in early learning for
over thirty years. ABC Zoo is a first alphabet book with a difference - young children will love lifting the flaps to discover
their favourite zoo animals, all the way to Z for zebra. With bright, bold artwork, a simple, engaging text and a whole host
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of favourite animals, ABC Zoo is the perfect introduction to the alphabet - and the chunky board book format and sturdy
card flaps make it great for small hands.
A letter to Santa starts off a merry chain of gift-wrapping, but nothing is quite right and each time Santa thinks better of
his choice. Lift the flaps to unwrap each present and find out what Santa chooses as the perfect present in the end!
From the creator of Dear Zoo comes a Dear Farm lift-the-flap book that showcases all of the animals hiding on the farm!
Little ones are sure to love lifting the sturdy flaps to discover the farm animals as they travel through the barnyard in
search of eggs for breakfast. With bright, bold artwork, a catchy refrain, and a whole host of furry farm-dwelling friends,
Oh Dear! is a must-have for every child’s bookshelf.
Each animal arriving from the zoo as a possible pet fails to suit its prospective owner, until just the right one is found.
Movable flaps reveal the contents of each package.
Dear Zoo is twenty-five years old -- and still as popular as ever! And with an updated look, this children's classic is sure
to delight a new generation of readers!
Follows the progress of a hungry caterpillar as he eats his way through a varied and very large quantity of food until, full
at last, he forms a cocoon around himself and goes to sleep, only to emerge as a beautiful butterfly. Read by the author.
"A group of kids express a multitude of feelings and discover they are not alone"-The reader can look through die-cut pages for a visual clue to complete a game of peek-a-boo. Full color illustrations plus
a mylar mirror. 11 spreads.
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